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ERGODIC PROPERTIES 
OF LOCALLY STATIONARY PROCESSES 
JIRI MICHALEK 
This article deals with asymptotic properties of locally stationary processes. Necessary and 
sufficient conditions under whose validity a locally stationary process is ergodic are given. 
The spectral theory of locally stationary processes is studied in [1]. This paper 
deals with locally stationary processes from the point of view of their asymptotic 
behaviour. 
Let x(t), t e Ru be a locally stationary process with E{x(t)} = 0 and with covariance 
function 
R(S,t) = Rl^±l\R2(s-t) 
where Rt >. 0 and R2 is a stationary covariance function. Let us suppose that x(t) 
is harmonizable, i.e. x(t) can be expressed in the form of a stochastic integral under-
stood in the quadratic mean, see [2], 
x(t)= f "eiad£(A) 
where £(A) is a second order stochastic process having covariance function y(X, /*) 
with bounded variation on Rt x Rt, 
We shall need the following lemma for the proof of Theorem 1. 
Lemma 1. Let x(t), t e Rlt be a harmonizable process, let T > 0. Then 
JT *(f)dt= p j f eiMdfjd£(A) a.s. 
x(t)= f
+" в
, t td€(Jl). 
J — CO 
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Proof. The process x(t) is harmonizable, i.e. x(t) = J!% e1"1 d.(X) where 
JJ|ddy(2,|i)|<oo,y(A,/i) = E{^(/1)^)}. The stochastic integral J ! * ei,A d£(A) is 
understood as a limit in the quadratic mean 
x(t) = l.i.m. [ e i ,л dţ(X). 
A---J A 
At firsts we prove the possibility of order change between \TT and JA- As
 e " i s 
continuous and bounded $T_T E{|JA e
i t A d£(A)|2} dt is finite for every pair A, B. 
By the Fubini theorem then 
and this implies the existence of J ^ r {JA e
i,A d£(/l)} dt a.s.. On the other hand, 
\TTe
itxdt = 2T(sin TX)j(TX)) is continuous and bounded on every interval (A, B) 
and hence the stochastic integral 
JXe'"d*HA) 
exists too. 
By the definition of the stochastic integral in the quadratic mean 
f ei,A d!;(X) = l.i.m. £ exp (ifA,) A£(A,), 
J A !f»H-*o j 
where _d is a partition of (A, B). Now 
E i f r UA ̂  ^ j ^ " f r ̂  6XP (ldj) A^2j)} ̂  
5S E | j 1 " fB ei,A d£(A) - £ exp (id,) A£(A,)| dtj = 
= Í ̂  r ̂  Í ÍÅ Є"Л d^] ~ Ç ЄXP ̂ 1^̂  AŚ(Aj) dř -> 0 as 
because 
0 as E{|fBe^d^)-Xexp(ifl,)A^,) 
for every t e [ - T , T] and 
| E {I P ei(* d£(A) - X exp (id,) A£(A,) 
is bounded in t on [ - T, T]. But 
Г E exp (iíЯ,) MЏj) dt = £ { Г exp (iřЯ,) dřl Â (Я,) 
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- Z 2 T - - ^ _«(„,)-. Q j ^ e - d j d . ^ ) as | * | -> 0 
in the quadratic mean. As the limit in the quadratic mean is defined unambiguously 
a.s. we proved 
In a similar way as before we can prove the existence of the integrals 
As 
í X e ' " d , } d í W ' L { D , U d í W h 
f+ °° j f e i , A d í l d_(A) = l.i.m. f | f e i a dři d.(A) 
the previous results give immediately 
e i í Л d.(Л)ldř a.s. D 
Theorem 1. Let x(t), t e _?_, be a harmonizable random process, -{x(f)} = 0, 
then as T -> oo 
1 f+r 
— x(f) dt -+ _(<0>) in the quadratic mean 
2TJ _ r 
where <_«0» is the jump at 0 of <_(•). 
Proof. We suppose that x(t) = f__ e i ( A d_(A) with E{d.(A) .__>))} = ddy(A, n). 
Then by use of the previous Lemma 1 
+ oo -ІГЛ _ . - І Г Л 
_ ^ _ _ d _ ( Л ) . 
Now 
C*(,)d^C[D"Hd'=šL u 
+ co r+»/-_iгд_ e -iг .)C e -iг ( ._ e ìг ł , fil f ^ e 1 " - e _ i r ; l I 2. 1 f + œ f 0 ° , e n i . - | d.(A) = — J l— 
(|2TJ___ iA W | J 4T 2J- 0J_ 0_ ( iA)( - i . ) 
according to Lemma 1 in [ l ] . 
Let £ > 0 and let us consider a partition of R_ x ff_ in the following form 
W_ X W_ = [ -£ , +e] X [ -£ , + E] U [ -£ , +g] + W_ U _._ X 
x [ -£ , + E ] U {(A, /_) e « i x W_: |A| > e, |_u| > E} . 
Using this partition we obtain 
J__ f f ( e ' " - e- i rA) (ei7> - e -
i T ") 




= ^ z \ \ \\ddy(X, ii)\->0 as T - co 
4 T J | . |>J|^|>8
£ 
because y(A, fi) is of bounded variation on _~t x Rj. Further, as e J. 0 
1 f+£ f + " f e m - e ' i T A . .e~ i T" - e i T^ 
(!) i _\ - i - ^ L - 3 - __) ddy(A, n) - ddy(0, 0) = 
4 J - J - . ( + _TA)(-iTp) ^ ' ^ n ' ' 
= lim [y(e, e) — y(e, — e) — y( —e, a) + y ( -e , -e)) ] uniformly in T. 
_10 
( e ' " _ e"
1™) (e~ iT" - e i r". 
Surely, we can write (let us put f(T, X, /*) = * '-- '- for 
simplicity) (-4iTAiT/_) 
r rf(T, X, fi) ddy(A, n) ~ ddy(0, 0) = 
= [+ 1 [+ ( W H) j(r> A, A.) - <5(o,o)(A, M)) dd7(A, A*) 
if 0 < e < 1, i/.E(A, p) = 1 for (A, A.) e [ - e , +s ] x [ - e , +e], i/--(A, ft) = 0 other-
wise, <5(0;0)(0, 0) = 1 and <5(0j0)(A, n) = 0 otherwise. As {i/r-(A, ju)/(T A,/^)— 
- <5(o,o)(A, p)}o<£<i is
 a nonincreasing net tending to 0, hence tending uniformly 
in [ - 1 , +1] x [ - 1 , +1 ] , if _J,0, then (1) holds. In a similar way, tye(X,ii) -
— <5(0,o)(A, A*) -» 0 uniformly as e J. 0 and the following inequality 
|tfr.(A, AI) / (T, A, p) - 5(0f0)(A, /i)| _5 </>e(A, At) - W * . M) 
holds for every (A, p) because | / ( T A, ju)| ^ 1 and f(T, 0, 0) = 1. These facts prove 
the uniform convergence of (1) with respect to T. 
Similarly, we can estimate 
k*JJ,„„. W H F - " ^ H * 
- —2 I I ldd?(A, M)| -> 0 as T-> oo for every e > 0 . 
Analogously, 
1 f f+£ (eiTA - e~ , r A He~ i r " - e[T^ _____ (5 e Li? L J d d y a ft _> o as T - oo 
4 T 2 Jui>J-_ ("•)(--#-) 
for every e > 0. Summarizing these results we obtain that 
11 r + r i2 
E — x(t) dt - c « 0 » -> 0 , as T-> oo 
|2TJ _ r I 
where £(<0» is the jump of the random process £,(.) at 0. • 
If x(t) has a spectral density function, i.e. ddy(A, n) = f(X, A*) d/l dp, then £(<0» = 
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= 0 and x(t) is ergodic because 
i r+r 
— x(t) dt -* E{x(0)} = 0 as T-+ oo . 
2 T J _ T 
In case the existence of spectral density is not supposed, we must calculate 
E|£( + e) - £ ( - e ) | 2 = , 
= y( + e, +e) - y(-e, +e) - y( + e, -e) + y(-e, -e) = ddy(A, /;) . 
At this moment we use the results of [1]; under assumption of local stationarity 
the following relation 
rrddy(l,n)= JT dFt(u)dF2(v) 
holds, where A(e) = {(u, v) e Rx x Rx\ - e < u + (t>/2) < +e, - e < u - (u/2) < +e}. 
Now 
f»2c-2u fO /«2u+2e 
ÍÍ 
JJл(c) 
dF.(«) dF2(.) = f
E P " dF.(ti) dF2(t>) + f° P " dF.(«) dF2(») = 
J O J - 2 S + 2M J - C J - 2 E - 2 U 
= fE[F 2(2e - 2«) - F 2 ( - ( 2 e - 2M))] dFx(u) + 
+ f° [ F 2 ( 2 M + 2e) - F 2 ( - ( 2 M + 2e))] d F t ( M ) . 
This equality yields immediately the following conclusion. 
Theorem 2. A locally stationary harmonizable random process is ergodic if and 
only if at least one of its spectral measures is continuous at 0. 
A very simple sufficient condition ensuring ergodicity of a second order random 
process is that 
because then 
E 
f+oo ґ + » 
R(s, ř) ds dí < oo , 
1 Г + г I 2 1 l * + г Ґ + r 
T̂J г
X ( í ) d 1 = 4~TJ J /(s,t)dsd(-*0 aS T-|2T 
In the case of locally stationary processes this condition can be weakened. Thanks 
to the decomposition R(s, t) = Ri((s + t)/2) R2(s — t) we can write 
f+ f+ R(s, t) ds dt = f+ T f+ T Rt ( — ) R2(s ~ t) ds dt = 
f-T f2T-2u (.0 , .2T+2u 
R!(M) R2(y) dM dv + R!(M) R2(v) du dv . 
J0j2u-2T J -T J -2T-2u 
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[ í : ; ( l - Ы ) R , ( „ ) đ „ } 
This inequality gives, of course, that the integrability of Rj is a sufficient condition 
for ergodicity of the locally stationary process x(t). 
Now, let us study a possible estimate of covariance function of a locally stationary 
process. As we need the fourth moments, let us consider a Gaussian case. The basic 
property of covariance function of a locally stationary process gives that 
E{Xu+v/2Xu_v/2} = Ri(~) R2(v) for every pair u, v . 
It is reasonable to study the asymptotic behaviour of integrals 
-+T r+т л+г 
Xu + v/2Xu_v/2du, Xu+v!2Xu_t dv 
when these integrals are considered in the quadratic mean sense. It holds according 
to Lemma 1 in [1] 
and similarly 
'•U+ Xu + v/2Xu_v/2du\ = R2(v) f
+ R_(u)du 
l[+TXu + v/2Xu_v/2dv\ = *.(«) r
TR2(v)dv. 
Let us prove that the sequence 
Xu+v/2Xu_v/2dv\, T > 0 , 
is fundamental in the quadratic mean. If T _£ S, then 
r+T 
X,,_„,->dv L_ + Ľ / 2 л и - f / 2 Xu+v/2Xu_v/2dv = _ ÏЛ 
= 4E Re Xu +„ / 2_-„_„ / 2dí; 
because S^v^ T if and only if - T g - u g -SandXu+v/2Xu_v/2 _ Xu-Vf_Xu+v/1. 
For the sake of simplicity we shall consider, further, a real case. Then 
_ _ " „ _ „ , _ di>| = lľ X ^ 
ІJS 
 í í E{Xu+v/2Xu^v/2Xu_z/2Xu+z/2} dvdz = 
i i R2i(u) R2(v) R2(z) dv áz + 
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J>(-+! ťMT^K-rK-^^ 
= R\(u)( | R 2 (z)dz) +4\\x+y&TXRí{u + x)R2Íy)Rl{u-x)R2(-y)dxdy + 
l ( S S 2 „ - , S _ 
+ 4 1 | ( s á 2„+, š n ^i(" + * ) *-O0 *.(« -
x ) R*(~y)dx dy = , g 2 , g r i 
/ ( S s , - 2 . T g r i 
\2 f(S+T)/4- -2x-S 
= R_(M) ( I R2{z) dz) + R!(M + x) R_0) RI(M - x) dx dy + 
Í.T/2 íT-2.Y 
-+ 4 RJ(M + x) R_0) Ri(« - x) dx dy + 
J(S+T)/4 J 2x-T 
«r+s)/4 rt,-S)/2 
+ 4 RI(M + x) R_0) RI(M - x) dx dy + 
Js/2 J(S-,)/2 
/•r/2 rtr-,)/2 
4 Ri(tt + x) Rt{u - x) R_(y) dx dy . 
J (S+T)/4-J(y-T)/2 
+ 
Now, using R2(y) = R2(-y) and Rju + ( -x)) Rx(w - (-x)) = Rt{u + x). 
. Rt{u — x) one can write 
fT/2 f2x-S 
RI(M + x) RI(M - x) R_0) dx dy = 
J(r+s)/4js-2„ 
|.r/2 |.2x-S 
= 2 RI(M + x) RJ(M - x) R_0) dy dx . 
J(T + S)/4 Jo 
(Similarly for the other integrals.) These results yield the following Theorem 3. 
Theorem 3. Let J__^ R 2 0 )
 dy < °°> /-« Ri(x) d x < °°' f h e n t n e r e e x i s t s t n e limit 
in the quadratic mean 
l.i.m. Xu+v/2X„-v/2 dv = Z „ + „ / 2 Z „ _ p / 2 d y 
r - « J - T J-oo 
and 
for every we/. . . 
Proof. We have proved that 
| f " .y B + r / 2 *„-, / 2 di ;J = RI(M) f
+°° *_((,) dt; 
t . 
f+ Z „ + „ / 2 Z u _ _ / 2 d» - f Xu+v/2X^v/2 dv
 2 = 4R_(w) /" f R2(y) dv\ + 
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+ 32 í R,(u + v) R2(u - v) f * ' R22(y) dy dx + 
J(T + S)/4 Jo 
rs + T f2x-s 
+ 32 Rt(u + x) R^u - x) R22(y) áy + 
Js/2 Jo 
p(T + S)/4 p(}>-S)/2 




R^u + x)R1(u - x)dxdy g 
(T + S)/4 Jo 
iS R]{u) ([ T R2{y) dyY + 32 f R22(y) dy [ ''R,(u + x) R,(u -x)dx + 
r«> pr/2 
+ 32 Rt(u + x) R^u - x) dx\ R22(y) dy . 
Jo Js/2 
If S /i co, T /i oo, then E | J " — J?.s |2 -*• 0, so the completeness of the L2-space 
ensures the existence of a limit in the quadratic mean 
The equality 
x«-v/2Xu+vl2 dv. 
E l I XH+vf2X^vn ávl = Rt{u) í " R2(v) dv 
holds because convergence in the quadratic mean implies convergence in the mean. • 
The quite analogous conclusion we can make in the čase of 
r+r P+co 
l.i.m. Xu+v/2Xu^v,2du = Xu+v/2Xu.v/2du 
r— J - T J - » 
with + 00 
E j Xu+v/2Xu_v/2 dui = R2(v) Rju) du . 
In other words, Theorem 3 states that there exists an unbiased estimator of R^u), 
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